
Maximum Comfort with Elegant Style

VCVL LED 

Commercial Canopy and Low Bay

Quick Facts:

 � Beautiful, architecturally striking form

 � Visually quiet with glare-suppression 
qualities

 � Wide variety of mounting options 
making it suitable use in any 
application

 � Uplighting to further enhance the 
visual experience

 � Highly energy efficient – save precious 
resources while being a good steward 
of the planet

 � Choose from many optical 
configurations, lumen packages, 
battery wattages and motion  
sensor options 

Comfort Anywhere You Want It 
The Lithonia Lighting® VCVL LED 
(Visually Comfortable Versatile 
Luminaire) creates the quality of  
light you want, where and when you 
need it – all in one architecturally 
striking design.

Visual Appeal 
The sleek VCVL features a recessed 
prismatic lens that helps conceal 
the source while putting the most 
comfortable light exactly where it 
should be. VCVL Ultimate (VCVLX) 
recesses the lens even more to 
further eliminate all high-angle light 
associated with glare, while the 
patented transition zone reduces 
the contrast ratio between source 
and surroundings. These luminaires 
also eliminate discomfort associated 
with LED pixelation with light-guide 
technology, resulting in a uniformly 
luminous source. 

Add the up-light option and you will 
get a dedicated LED module and 
optics that enhances the open look 
and feel in any space.

The Most Versatile Optical and 
Mounting Selection   
Offering four distributions and seven 
lumen packages, VCVL is the most 
complete, versatile luminaire for any 
space you choose. With VCVL’s array  
of mounting options, you can 
illuminate any building style or 
architectural plan.

Energy Savings for Even  
More Comfort  
VCVL has industry-leading efficacy 
of up to 145 LPW and low initial cost, 
making it the wallet-friendly choice for 
your next project. Add standalone or 
wireless networked controls solutions 
for even greater savings.

VCVL

VCVL Ultimate
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Visit www.lithonia.com for more information.

VCVL LED

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7

Lumens 
(4000K T5M)

3, 856 4, 928 6, 253 7, 958 10, 970 13, 856 16, 691

Watts 27W 34W 43W 56W 82W 108W 124W

LPW 145 145 144 141 134 129 135

VCVL LED
Visually Comfortable Versatile Luminaire
 

Integrated stand-alone 
and wireless Motion/ 

Ambient Sensor

Non-pixelized,  
uniform source 
reduces glare

Recessed lens with patented 
transition zone to reduce 
glare and contrast ratios

Full die-cast for designer-quality 
looks and enhanced life-span 

and durability

Up-light option 
enhances open look 
and feel in any space

Mounting Options

Surface Mount Pendant Mount Hook and Cord Aircraft Cable


